
 

RIVERLAND PRESERVATION SOCIETY 
Preserving and Protecting Our Unique Natural Environment 

 
 
The development proposed for 2681 Riverland Road, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 (PL 15004) 
is incompatible with the unique natural environment surrounding it. The purpose of this             
document is to specifically state the main concerns and objections of the Riverland             
Preservation Society, as well as providing solutions for creation of a development that             
maintains and enhances the character of the area. 
 

1) PROPOSED PLAT INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE CHARACTER OF SURROUNDING AREA 
2) LIFE AND SAFETY ISSUES 
3) COMMUNITY OUTREACH 

 
 

1) PROPOSED PLAT INCOMPATIBLE WITH THE CHARACTER OF SURROUNDING AREA 
 

Lot sizes 
● Problem - Immediately adjacent lots are all in excess of 22,000 square feet from              

Unincorporated Broward County Map. The average lot size in the immediate area is             
39,130 square feet. The proposed plat average lot size is 11,278 square feet. 

 
● Solution - Increase lot sizes to reflect those immediately surrounding the proposed            

development; 22,000-39,130 square feet. 
 

Open Space:  
● Problem - The proposed 14 lot development requires replacement of native vegetation            

with concrete and mortar requiring large retention ponds for drainage. These proposed            
large retention ponds would be fenced areas, not accessible by the public. These             
proposed areas do not preserve open space, which is the main characteristic of this              
area. Overgrown, unsightly, chain link fenced retention ponds are not compatible with            
the character of the surrounding area and pose various safety concerns such as creating              
a mosquito breeding habitat, risk of accidental drowning, and inadequate maintenance           
or monitoring of surrounding fence and/or retention pond. 

 
● Solution - Increase lot sizes to reflect those immediately surrounding the proposed            

development; 22,000-39,130 square feet, so that water retention may be achieved on            
each individual lot. Alternatively, provide drainage solutions which are symbiotic with           
preserving existing vegetation and grades in place. No retention ponds shall be part of              
the proposed development. 

 
Trees: 

● Problem - Existing mature live oak, sabal palm, laurel oak and slash pine trees simply               
cannot survive the proposed 14 lot development. Existing grades are 3.5 to 4.0 feet              
above sea level building pads and new roadways must meet FEMA requirements. The             
minimum finish floor is 8 feet. Tree removal is simply unacceptable and uncharacteristic             
of the existing area. Tree relocation is neither a guarantee of tree survival nor              
preservation of the character of the neighborhood. The impacts of trees dying or             
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languishing on for years after unsuccessful tree relocation can be reviewed at the             
Smoker Park project.  

 
● Solution - No specimen sized trees 18" diameter breast height (DBH) and above shall be               

removed or relocated. Preservation in place and protection from any construction           
activities at least 12 times the diameter of the tree's trunk (DBH) shall be considered the               
minimum setback from all specimen trees on site. Provide tree survey with inventory             
including all trees and palms on the property with their precise canopy projections             
located on the proposed plat. Provide tree resource plan and tree protection plan for              
Riverland Preservation Society for review for plat consideration. 

 
Flora and Fauna:  

● Problem - Proposed 14 lot development threatens the existence of endangered species,            
wildlife and flora in the immediate vicinity including gopher tortoises, burrowing owls,            
barred owls, yellow crowned night herons, hawks, red-cockade and pileated          
woodpeckers, osprey, butterflies, bees, amphibians, salamanders, mole skinks, native         
wild orchids and more. Area is also considered a "Manatee Essential Habitat" and as              
such, should be carefully considered and studied before any further action is taken on              
this property. 

 
● Solution - Environmental assessments shall be performed and alternatives for          

preservation presented. Extensive grade changes will destroy any habitats for fauna.           
Environmentally sustainable measures should be utilized such as Audubon Society's          
Green Neighborhoods Program, or Signature Program providing environmental        
planning assistance to new developments. Proposal and results shall be shared with the             
Riverland Preservation Society prior to plat approval. 

 
Drainage:  

● Problem - Proposed 14 lot development is currently one of the lowest points in the area                
and flooding along the property occurs at minor rain events of less than 1 inch of rainfall                 
in an hour. Roadway flooding also occurs during moon tides. With new construction and              
the resulting additional impervious areas including roadways, roofs and hard surfaces,           
the proposed development will exacerbate the flooding problem. Measures allowed by           
the City and County including berms and retention ponds are not acceptable to the              
character of the neighborhood.  

 
● Solution - An extensive study is necessary to determine the appropriate solution for             

drainage and flooding of Riverland Road before any additional developments are           
considered. Results and proposal shall be shared with the Riverland Preservation Society            
prior to plat approval. 

 
      2)    LIFE AND SAFETY ISSUES 

Entry/Exit Traffic: 
● Problem - The proposed entry/exit for the proposed 14 lot development is located             

directly on what is commonly known as “Dead-man's Curve”. Riverland Road is currently             
designated a “Major Collector” road, and is commonly utilized by over-sized vehicles as             
a shortcut to avoid traffic on I-595, I-95, Davie Boulevard and US 441. The speed and                
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frequency of vehicles utilizing Riverland Road has created a very dangerous scenario.            
The roadway and the adjacent 3 feet wide sidewalk, also used by bicyclists, is in need of                 
major improvements before ANY additional traffic is proposed along its corridor. The            
adjacent sidewalk, which is not currently built to the City of Fort Lauderdale’s standard              
for ADA and width requirements, is utilized by countless children walking and/or biking             
to New River Middle School as well as hundreds of neighbors walking with baby strollers               
and dog walkers utilizing the sidewalk daily. 

 
● Solution - We propose that the solution for Riverland Road be multi-pronged. An             

extensive traffic count and speed study should be required along the entire length of              
the curve extending from the north at Southwest 20th Street to the south and west until                
Southwest 28th Avenue. Proposals should include traffic calming measures as well as            
appropriate entry and exit location(s) and achievement of appropriate sight triangles.           
Improvements shall include but are not limited to:  

1. widening of the sidewalks 
2. adequate ADA ramps 
3. creation of a bike path 
4. adequate pedestrian and bicycle crossing signage 
5. restriction of large truck traffic  

       3)   COMMUNITY OUTREACH 
● Problem - On February 24, 2015 the City of Fort Lauderdale's Development Review             

Committee strongly encouraged the developer to contact neighbors to advise of the            
proposal and developer agreed to "contact neighbors, condominiums, and associations          
adjacent to and within 300 feet radius to the site, and understand that if any issues                
come forward, we shall provide the City with pertinent documentation." No community            
outreach occurred from the owner, developer or city officials until July 1, 2015, two              
months after members of the community showed up to the Planning and Zoning             
meeting to voice their concerns and objections to the proposed development.  

 
● Solution - The community has come together to form the Riverland Preservation Society             

and has reached out to the developer to discuss concerns, objections and solutions to              
the problems listed above. The project, in order to be successful, should be a              
collaborative effort between the community, the developer, the owner and City Officials            
to create a responsible, sustainable development which enhances, rather than          
negatively impacts the neighborhoods and the ecosystem in and around the proposed            
development. Meaningful consideration should be given to the community's concerns          
associated with this project. 

 
 
SUMMARY 
In conclusion, the goal of the Riverland Preservation Society is to encourage responsible,             
sustainable development that maintains and enhances the character and integrity of this            
unique environment in which we live. Residents in this area have chosen not just a home, but a                  
lifestyle, surrounding themselves with stunning old growth trees, wildlife, nature and privacy.            
Preservation of this lifestyle is paramount for the residents as well as the City of Fort                
Lauderdale.  
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